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the client users for accessing the data and
rights on the stored data. The important
issue on the cloud storage services is
managing of large amount of data. A
scalable data management is possible by a
well known data computing application such
de-duplication. The reason for this massive
effectiveness is problem of repeated data
occupies the large amount of storage space
which affects the overall cloud computing
process of a network. On discussing about
de-duplication, it is an improvised data
compression technique avoids repeated data
to be stored. It not only occupies the spaces,
by processing the overall data during
transmission it increase the bandwidth as
well as overload package. Having content
with same data, de-duplication enables the
original data by keeping only one physical
copy instead of multiple ones by referring
the repeated data to that copy. Deduplication can be applicable to place on
both levels such as file level or block level.
On discussing about file level it checks the
repeated data within that file. To the other
aspect on block level it avoids data copies
which are present at the non-identical files.
Data de-duplication provides not only space
but also security and privacy on the user’s
sensitive data which was the serious issue on
the client aspect. On de-duplication data
privacy must be secured from the malicious
attackers within as well as outside the
network.

ABSTRACT
The cloud data base service is a boon
to the global technology which support
various internet based application. But the
serious issue behind this approach is the data
confidentiality which threats the user’s
dealing with the sensitive data’s. In order to
overcome this problem, we propose a novel
approach of adaptive encryption of cloud
databases. That ensures the data security
along with cloud database structure
flexibility at design time. We have taken
(DBaas) database-as- a- service and
compute our proposed cost estimation model
to overcome the several security challenges
according to the real-time scenario. Our
proposed scheme uses meta-data with
advanced encryption term according
variable price and data load during a
medium period of time. To make the process
more prominent we also dealing with data
de-duplication so the work load minimize
and exhibits an effective overall result.
Index Term: Cloud database, Data deduplication,
confidentiality,
Adaptive
encryption, Cost estimation model
INTRODUCTION
According to today’s globalization
cloud computing allows various facilities for
the users in several aspects such as Naas,
DBaas, Paas, Saas and Iaas. In the current
world cloud providers facilities storage
space and vast parallel computing sources in
a minimum cost. Cloud computing enables
various security aspects in order to provide
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database is taken into the concern before it
uploaded to the cloud for this de-duplication
approach is computed and then the
information confidentiality is discussed at
[1] [2] over a long medium time [3] [4].
Previously
various
researches
were
discussed about the Database as a Service
paradigm (DBaaS) and its security issues at
the tenant’s point [5]. Some works execute
SQL operation on encrypted data but those
suffers from limitation of effective
performance [6] [7] [8]. In these the SQL
operations which are statically determines
the set of queries during the design time [9]
[10] but it assumed on LAN scenario which
does not have a network latency. In the next
stage they uses the Meta data and encrypt
those metadata using data aggregation
technique but the plain mata data has the
possibility of leaking sensible data. As well
as the aggregation model leads to various
network overheads. According to the fully
homomorphic encryption [11] it satisfied the
execution of encrypted data but it suffers
from huge computational costs. The other
encryption algorithm which have minimum
computational cost that SQL operators by
means of order comparison command but
not appropriate to search operators [12] [13]
[14]. This drawback is due to inadequate
knowledge of data administrator regarding
the design time at which database operations
will be required over each database column.
In paper [15] integrate adaptive encryption
schemes with a proxy free architecture is
discussed but the data confidentiality and its
cost is at the concern of cloud tenant
organizations. The costs of cloud computing
from a provider’s perspective are discussed
by the author at [16] [17] but these are
unfamiliar due to its drawbacks like servers,
power consumption, and infrastructures
which are not supports to the analytical cost
estimation model. According to the

Fig 1: Architecture of Authorized Deduplication
To make this privilege encryption concept is
evolved there are various traditional
encryption techniques are followed to ensure
the data confidentiality in a network.
Because most of the existing methods
requires the data owner to encrypt their data
with own keys.
But the problem is
unexpectedly the data from different owners
enables multiple cipher text that makes the
de-duplication impractical. The next this is
to secure those data from the unauthorized
users to achieve this separate protocol is
required to owns the file if there any
duplicated data’s are found. By the proof the
applicable file is provided from the server
instead of uploading the same one. That file
can be downloaded by the authorized user
and can be decrypted only with the
convergent keys otherwise the data cannot
decrypt which proves the data security to the
owner. By doing this methodology it proven
that cloud makes the de-duplication and
convergent prevent the sensitive data from
the unauthorized users.
RELATED WORKS
The increasing popularity and cloud
database advantage makes the researchers to
contribute their works in improving the
overall functionality. Initially the size of the
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CloudSim [18] it helps to maintain and
estimate multiple cloud servers alternatively
but it does not effective to medium-term
period as the work load varies the cloud
prices. On dealing with the meta-data the
cloud providers were defined semi-honest or
honest-but curious
[19], they do not modify the data by using
the SQL operations they could be interested
in accessing tenant’s information stored in
the cloud database. In which the cost
estimation model is evolved by the work
analysis of most popular database services
such as Amazon Relational Database
Service [20], EnterpriseDB [21], Windows
Azure SQL Database [22], and Rackspace
Cloud Database [23] along with Double
Extra Large from Amazon RDS [24].

computational costs to the extent that the
execution of SQL operations.

EXISTING SYSTEM

With the motto of achieving data
confidentiality we designed a proposed
architecture which supports adaptive
encryption technique that encrypts the meta
data before stored in the cloud. It supports
the SQL operations like SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE and DELETE by means of
encrypted database.

Fig 2: Metadata Structure
PROPOSED SYSTEM

The existing system uses traditional
de-duplication approach which is lead to
have large amount of data. It does not
support differential authorization check
which is considered as a main task in most
of the applications. Generally earlier
approaches are based on the convergent
encryption but those are not effective
duplicate check which the increase data load
by means of repeated data’s. In those
approaches the file transferred and stored in
cloud without any authentication that
maximize the problem of data privacy.
There is no prominent guarantee on dealing
with the sensitive records however it
supports adaptive encryption scheme. It uses
SQL operations and queries for extracting
the data which has minimum level of
scalability. The existing system deals with
the plain text metadata may leak sensitive
information.
Moreover
the
existing
implementations are affected by huge
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and the working mechanism of this scheme
is explained below;
•

Random (Rand): It is consider as
most secure encryption method
which does not reveal the original
plain is only applied for information
retrieval as it suffers from major
drawback that does not supports
SQL operations.
• Deterministic (Det): In which the
plain text is secured by encrypting
the data and supports equality
operator
• Order Preserving Encryption (Ope):
It safeguards the encrypted values
numerical order of the original
unencrypted data and also supports
SQL comparison operators such as
=, <, ≤,>, ≥.
• Homomorphic Sum (Sum): It carries
the function of sum operator by
handling
the
multiplication
encrypted integers is equal to the
sum of plaintext integers.
• Search (Search: It is nothing but a
LIKE operator help to check the full
string.
• Plain: It handles all SQL operation
on means of non confidential data as
it does not applicable on encrypted
data.
To be more efficient our proposed scheme
also supports cost estimation model by
means of three parameters such as time,
pricing and usage. In which the time gives
the details about intervals for which the
tenant service to performed. Next the pricing
is calculated by the resource usage and
subscription of cloud provider then the
usage is total amount of resources used by
the tenant. The overall calculation is defined
by;

Fig 4: The proposed Architecture
The proposed architecture undergoes it
process by means five set of information’s
such as
•

Plain data which holds set of tenant
information’s

•

Encrypted data that is to be stored in
the cloud database

•

Plain meta data which contains the
valid information that is used
perform SQL operation

•

Encrypted metadata is nothing but a
plain data in encrypted format to
ensure the confidentiality

•

Finally master key is the encrypted
key so that it is distributed to every
legitimate user in the cloud.

Based on this information’ the whole
process is happened as shown in the fig 4
with the help of adaptive encryption scheme
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cos t = f (Time, Usage, Pr ice)

encrpyted key is shared to the valid user for
retriving the orginal data even by means of
SQL operations as it supports on the
encrypted data as discussed in the above
section.

IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN
A software prototype is designed
using dot net framework to implement our
proposed architecture in an efficient manner.
In which the initial stage is preparing the
data base to be processed in the application
and the data base hold the column name,
data type and confidentiality parameters
along with the tenant policy with strongest
encryption algorithm as discussed in the
above section.

Result and discussion:

Fig 5: Implementation design
Fig 6: User authetication

As shown in the figure a intially a login
module is create to ensure that only
authorized user can acess the process. Based
on that a valid user enters into the
application processing the created database
and which undergoes deduplication by
means of token generation. Next the
duplicate dataare removed and using the
algorithm th data along with the metadata is
encrypted and stored in the cloud file . The
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Fig 7: Flag setting
Fig 9: Duplication checking

From the figure 6 & 7 a user entering the
details to get acess in managing the
databased in the cloud. In which the created
data base is to be uploaded from the
location. It haves all the details like meta
data data , file location, file size, created
data along with time. The tag sets the data
ID to be processed each one as unique in the
cloud data base server.

The result from fig 8 & 9 shows the time ,
price and usage of the processes in order to
progress on cost estimation model along
with the further details the plain data is
encrypted with the key and stored in the
cloud data base.Before the data is under
goes duplication check by means of token
after confirming no duplication the viewed
file is stored in the prescribed location those
details were shared to the appropriate data
owner in a secured manner.

Fig8 : Encrypted data
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Fig10: Encrypted file extraction from cloud

through a software prototype in a prominent
manner. And the extracted result shows the
hiding of sensitive data from the
unauthorized users by encrypting the meta
data using adaptive encryption. Thus the
loaded data without duplication and secured
manner implies the proposed work as better
according to the real time scenario and
further investigation is carried out in future
in different threat model hypotheses.
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